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AOL user We had this car for a month while driving the steering felt loose next thing I know my left rear tire
was no longer a feature on my car. I do not speed because this car is really not for that; regardless of the look,
I avoid potholes, even sewer covers because everything affects your suspension. So for that to happen was
very bad. When driving; its hard to find dead gear it take about 4 to 5 min to find it by the time I do there goes
another red light. Overall the service has been fair. Once work was performed it was good but service leading
up to it was marginal. It has been flat bedded twice, First time car went dead. He said they had fixed a
few-wondered how many other dealers had this repair!! What if that happened to a woman in a Mall lot-at
night!! Had then had the written up steering problem- wheel shook badly while backing up. At first, received
what I felt was a cold shoulder, Mgmt said they had NO knowledge of such a problem. Gave them an address
on line, so they became somewhat doubtfully aware. Ultimately, they ordered a new steering column and it
was received. This service was performed so far-so good. At about miles noticed the driver seat seam on
backrest showing signs of wear. They tried 3 times to get a replacement and they then had it repaired-good.
Admit, that most of my driving is city. With tires always inflated to required, mileage on last tank was In
fairness, one young lady at dealer did her best to be helpful and SHE read the steering article and believed it!
Tried talking to Gen Mgr. One bought a used Lexus and the other an Altima. It is very fast particularly above
50 mph and is amazingly smooth and stable at triple digits with its long wheel base, and 1 to 60 in 6 sec. It is a
great looking car with spectacular fit, finish and paint. The brakes are actually more than adequate, even better
than good for a normal car. Oh and combined 26 mpg which I consistently am able to achieve even with my
moments No it is not everything but an amazingly good try at having it all anyway. The front bumper
eventually starts to seperate from the car. I brought it to the attention of the dealer and I was accused of
damaging the car with no other evidence of damage. They were told the same thing. I smell class action
lawsuit. This is my third Hyundai. My biggest complaint is the passenger seat , it is much to low. Wish they
would come out with a fix. Not only is the exterior styling far and away the pick of the litter, the interior is
stunningly well designed and equipped. But,overall, I am delighted with the vehicle both inside and out. For
the price, size, and uniform excellence of design and performance, Sonata may well be in a class of its own.
Looked at Toyota Camry and Nissan Altima when shopping. For the price and features as well as interior
room picked Sonata. Gas MPG Hwy probably could be higher at speed limit. Day to Day driving mix of local
and highway avg approx Great leg room in back seat, good size trunk. He had done his homework and this car
presented the most value I took one look and fell in love. If I had one complaint it would be that the passenger
seat is too low and not eletric like the drivers seat, I am only 4 foot 11 so this makes a difference when I am a
passenger. All and all I am very happy with this car Thanks for making a comfortable affordable car that feels
like a luxury car!!!!!!! The interior feels like a capsule. Driver cannot see the front or rear of the car making
parallel parking impossible and other parking a guessing game. Side view is obstructed by large side mirrors
and a side bar between front and side windows. Making turns at intersections requires a lot of neck craning to
see other traffic or pedestrians at intersections. Most frustrating is the "frozen steering wheel" problem. If the
steering wheel is turned while getting out of the stopped car, it freezes and will not start again without
considerable and multiple efforts to jerk the wheel until it finally releases. This has happened several times
and I have learned not to touch the steering wheel when the car is stopped. My Sonata is an attractive car with
good mileage, good pep and a comfortable ride. I would definitely conisder another Hyundai product when
shopping for a replacement.
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See also: Evaporative Emission Control (Including ORVR: Onboard Refueling Vapor Recovery) System The Evaporative
Emission Control System is designed to prevent fuel vapors from escaping into the atmosphere.

Comprehensive Diagrams See how parts fit together so you can repair or replace it. Diagnostic Procedures
Step by step procedures for testing and repairing problems. Thousands of illustrations and diagrams. Wiring
color codes and descriptions. Unlimited access to personal support reps who are always available to assist you.
We can answer your questions about using the software or help you find the specific information you need for
your Hyundai Sonata. Your manual is updated with revised information as soon as it is released. Access on
your terms. Unlimited access to your Hyundai Sonata manual on a yearly or monthly basis. This manual is
specific to a Hyundai Sonata. RepairSurge is compatible with any internet-enabled computer, laptop,
smartphone or tablet device. It is very easy to use and support is always free. Can I see what the manual looks
like? We wish we could just show you the entire manual before you buy, but our publishing agreement with
the auto manufactures prevents this. We know this sounds crazy. See our guarantee below. You are protected
in case the manual turns out to not be what you need. These customers have agreed to allow us to publicly
display their testimonials. Would recommend to anyone. Once again, we wish we could just show you the
entire manual before you buy, but our publishing agreement with the auto manufactures prevents this.
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Find great deals on eBay for hyundai sonata owners manual. Shop with confidence.
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We strongly recommend betical listing of all information in your enhance your personal safety. Do not use gasohol
containing more than Always check that the fuel cap is 10% ethanol, and do not use gasoline or installed securely to
prevent fuel gasohol containing any methanol.
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Selling very good conditioned 6-speed manual transmission. You must see it to appreciate it. Such a fun car to drive and
great on gas!!! It has leather seats! One owner and I took great care of it!
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Hyundai Sonata Owners Manual - For the Hyundai Sonata is fully redesigned. The previous Sonata was a sound
contender, but also for , the Hyundai Sonata vaults itself to the leading of the class.
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